Alcohol 13.9% by volume

2014

Russian River Valley • Sonoma County

FREEMAN 2014 GLORIA ESTATE PINOT NOIR (RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY)
Wine Enthusiast Score: 95 Points ($62)

It's difficult to match the pure, expressive fruit and focus of this medium- to full-bodied, concentrated and
complex wine. Substantial, enticing aromas of red and black cherry with a touch of butter lead to cherry,
rhubarb, forest floor and mint notes on the palate. The mouthfeel is full but lively, and the finish lingers nicely.
Best after 2022.

FREEMAN 2014 AKIKO'S CUVÉE PINOT NOIR (SONOMA COAST)
Wine Enthusiast Score: 94 Points ($72)

Sonoma Coast • Sonoma County

Richness and depth meet vibrancy and precision in this multi-layered and multi-faceted wine. The aroma
combines mild spices with gentle red fruits. Flavors go deeper to black cherry and cinnamon, while a broad,
gentle texture with mild tannins seems to fill the mouth. Best after 2021.

FREEMAN 2015 RYO-FU CHARDONNAY (GREEN VALLEY)
Wine Enthusiast Score: 93 Points ($45)

Butter, hazelnut and marzipan aromas give a lush first impression, and then vibrant lemon and green-apple
acidity provides a firm, balancing effect. This bright-gold, full-bodied wine is concentrated, layered and deep,
without being too rich or heavy. Subtle nuances of nutmeg and ginger add to its complexity on the finish.

FREEMAN 2014 YU-KI ESTATE BOTTLED PINOT NOIR (SONOMA COAST)
Wine Enthusiast Score: 93 Points ($68)

Estate Bottled
Sonoma Coast • Sonoma County

One of three designated cuvées from Freeman, this intriguing wine has a rather light color but beautiful,
complex fruit aromas and flavors. It ranges from red cherry to rhubarb and raspberry, along with hints of forest
floor and mushroom. A surprisingly gentle texture complements tangy acidity.

FREEMAN 2014 PINOT NOIR (RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY)
Wine Enthusiast Score: 93 Points ($44)

Russian River Valley • Sonoma County

This fragrant, concentrated wine offers vivid mint, cherry and clove aromas followed by rhubarb, red cherry and
rosemary flavors that are focused and memorable. The balance is spot-on, with good acidity and velvety tannins
that brace the richness of the fruit components. Best after 2022.

FREEMAN 2014 PINOT NOIR (SONOMA COAST)
Wine Enthusiast Score: 90 Points ($45)

Sonoma Coast • Sonoma County

This wine is nervy, steely, taut and lean, offering earthy, savory aromas, tart cherry and raspberry flavors and a
nicely puckering mouthfeel. More minerally than fruity, it provides an interesting example of an alternative
wine style.

